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Carla: I’m writing you to say “Hey” and catch up on Derby Day, 2012, the first Saturday in May, not a
day famous in metaphysical but only sporting circles. We Louisville natives tuck into our lives and
give the town to the tourists, of which there are boatloads. Derby time signifies the height of spring
here, and if we’re lucky enough to have a fair day, there is no place lovelier than Kentucky in spring
bloom. It is so good to share news and energy with you, dear collaborators in our labor of love!
Homecoming 2012!
With the spring issue of the Gatherings Newsletter, we at L/L Research announce Homecoming, the
annual event held in our hometown of Louisville, Kentucky, beginning Friday, August 31 and
ending Sunday, September 2. (With optional, additional time on Monday, September 3rd if you’d like
to hang out longer.)
Each year seekers dedicated to the study of the Confederation philosophy meet at L/L Research to
revel in their shared passions – ranging from discussions regarding whether the first or the second
distortion is the best (answer: the first), to strange phenomena experienced along the path
(including contact with other beings, distortions of time and space, and Tom Cruise), to moments of
laughter, moments of tears, and moments of contemplative silence.
As many a Homecoming veteran will report, it’s a rather bonding experience. Most if not all who
attend, even among the more introverted and alienated‐feeling (which describes most of us),
experience the joy of being open and without pretense within a group of seekers who, above and
beyond all else, simply accept the other self.
It’s as if you love peanut butter, but everyone in your daily life cares not for peanut butter, and
doesn’t understand your own love, much to your dismay because as far as you’re concerned it’s the
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most delicious of foodstuffs. And then you come upon a gathering of peanut butter lovers and
aficionados who eat, think, and dream about peanut butter. And your entire being lights up to be in
like‐hearted company! ( That was a powerful analogy, yes?)
At this year’s Homecoming we will do as we did last year, what we call a symposium, perhaps not
so accurately named but it sounds so cool and erudite. Using this format, each attendee will be
given the opportunity to use a segment of time to present on a topic that is close to their heart. The
amount of time will depend on how many opt to present divided by our available time. This usually
works out to around 30 minutes.
Presentation is of course not necessary – many choose to participate in the event without
presenting – but it is highly encouraged if you have even an inkling of interest. We love hearing
from everyone in the circle and find the energy flows, builds, and spirals upward ever so intensely
and beautifully when seekers bring something to the table. Options for presentation include but are
not limited to:









Sharing of an important event in your life, be it traumatic or wholly positive
Sharing of important catalyst in your life, be it a life lesson, question, or recent conundrum
Coming with a question for the group in order to receive feedback from other seekers
Finally solving the “What will happen on Dec 21, 2012?” question once‐and‐for‐all with a
definitive, brilliant, mind‐blowing theory that will be impossible to refute; impossible,
because yours is the only right, the only sane, the only *possible* interpretation.
Reading a paper you wrote regarding philosophy, metaphysics, or something else close to
your heart
Offering an analysis of The Law of One material
Pitching your new sitcom, “Everyone Loves Ra” starring Ra (played by Clive Owen)
30‐minute long guitar solo

The basic criteria is that your presentation be in some way related to spirituality/philosophy/personal
growth, and of course not be heinously offensive to other attendees. Within those parameters the
possibilities are limitless.
With that, registration is officially open!
If you would like to learn how to register,
please click this link and/or send an email
to Gary at contact@llresearch.org.
If you would like to discuss the upcoming event
with other seekers and perhaps look into the
possibility of carpooling and/or room sharing
and/or flash mobbing, please visit
Homecoming’s thread on the Bring4th Forums
on in the “Meet‐Up Area” forum.

Last year’s Homecoming Gathering

Note: We may also spend Saturday evening of the weekend down on L/L’s aspiring bio‐dynamic
farm, Avalon. This is to‐be‐announced. And we will have extra hang‐out time for any seeker who
would is not tired of us after Sunday. If you have the extra time, pencil in Monday, September 3rd
for more meditation and discussion!
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Carla’s Update
Carla: On April 15th, 2012, I celebrated the first anniversary of the lumbar
spinal surgery from which my valiant body is challenged to recover. Five
infections have gotten in the wound, necessitating long months on wound‐
vacs. It has been a long recovery! Things are beginning to look up, I am
thrilled to say. The wound is beginning to get smaller all by itself, just as
the wound‐vac is supposed to help happen! Yay! Now to get over a case of
shingles that is currently gracing my face, from the crown of the head
down across the left eyebrow and back into the scalp at the ear. That has
temporarily placed me down and out! I shall rejoice when this, too, passes!
And it shall, I am certain. Thanks to all of you for your good thoughts and
absent healing, your cards and notes and flowers and messages through
“contact” Gary. I get them all, and you truly do keep me lifted up and infused with loving and
positive energy. Blessings to you all, and thanks so very much!
Who is L/L Research?
L/L Research does not consist of a set number of people, nor do its boundaries stop at the property
line of Jim and Carla’s house/office in Louisville ‐‐ though certainly the center of L/L Research
funnels into and expands out of L/L Research’s home in Louisville.
Carla, Jim, and their shared life‐work are certainly both the heart and the foundation of L/L
Research. The full life and body of L/L Research, however, consists of a collaborative, volunteer
effort that literally stretches around the globe.
We’ve never developed any stated criteria for membership of L/L Research, issuing ID cards and
assigning titles. Generally when it comes time to ask, “Who is an active member of L/L Research?”,
the determining/defining characteristics involve commitment of effort and congruency of purpose.
We generally consider the following entities as being “L/L Research” due to their total and lifetime
commitment to serving the same cause in unison of purpose:
Carla R‐M.
Jim M.
Ian J.
Roman V.
Gary B.
Steve E.

Co‐Founder, L/L Research. Primary channel for L/L Research. Instrument of Ra Contact.
Scribe for the Ra Contact. Husband to Carla. Rock on which organization stands.
Creator of and webmaster for the archive website www.llresearch.org.
Close friend since the early 90’s. Manages L/L’s computers. Serves on L/L’s board.
Administrator for L/L Research. Sort of runs the whole operation.
Creator of and webmaster for the community website www.bring4th.org.

Significant & primary volunteers/contributors: our extended family
Lorena L. Runs the prison ministry, editor of the LOOP Newsletter
Monica L. Previously head moderator of the Bring4th Forums, now hosts Carla’s Q&A radio show
Tobey W. Creator and webmaster for lawofone.info and head of the relistening project
Aaron K. Moderator of the Bring4th Forums
Austin B. Moderator of the Bring4th Forums
Lana A.
Swedish translator, updates L/L’s Facebook pages, & serves on the Ra Glossary project
Joseph D. Coordinator of the Archetypes forum and heads the Ra Glossary project.
Aysa S.
Assists with the prison ministry
Lynn F.
Assists w/prison ministry & currently working towards cataloguing entire LLR Library
Aaron T. Primary transcriber for L/L Research
Morris H. Close friend serving on L/L’s Board of Directors
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Steve T.
Steve M.
Bill H.
Tiffani M.

Close friend serving on L/L’s Board of Directors
Close friend serving on L/L’s Board of Directors
Close friend serving on L/L’s Board of Directors
Close friend serving on L/L’s Board of Directors

And there are many other volunteers that come and go who serve task‐specific needs, including all
the translators who render L/L’s material into their native language, and the generous donors
without whom we would certainly be unable to offer the service we do. (We thank donors and
volunteers each year at the bottom of this page: http://www.bring4th.org/donate/.)
L/L Research is a banner that unites this particular labor of love together. What this particular labor
of love is would necessitate an essay, but in short and in broad description, this particular effort
concerns intense personal love of the channeled messages of the Confederation, coupled with the
honest, humble, love‐centered effort to live and serve according to the principles contained within
that material. More than most philosophies, these principles place total and ultimate power in the
hands of the seeker.
L/L Research can be seen as a nexus or vortex of energy, the
human element being only the most visible and obvious of its
manifestations. This energetic niche is created with the
intentions and efforts of those seeking to serve the light in a
particular way, and into its vortex are those magnetized to grow
and serve according to an undeniable directive that emerges
only from within, including many unseen beings and forces who
participate in this effort. In essence, “L/L Research” is shorthand
for the heart of that energy of intention to seek & to serve with
love, light, and power.
Likely all who serve under this banner are wanderers with a
connection to assisting in bringing forth the birth of fourth
density. And in the larger sense, we are connected with all
wanderers and seekers the world over who, by virtue of the
depth of their realization of oneness with the Creator, assist in
lightening the planetary vibration.

Not a literal depiction of LLR

Upgraded Lawofone.info
In 2004, a longtime student of the Law of One material, Tobey Wheelock, had one question: where
do the omitted fragments contained within Book V of the Law of One series fit into the first four
books of the same series?
Out of that question emerged a labor of pure love on Tobey’s part that endures to the present day
and has resulted in the website www.lawofone.info.
Among the many successes achieved in the past eight years, Tobey has created a database of the
Law of One material searchable in at least ten different ways, reintegrated the Book V material back
into the flow of the 106 sessions, made each Q&A identifiable by number and linked to its own URL,
and (with the help of a few dedicated volunteers) produced the first completely accurate transcript
of the Ra Contact's 106 sessions, among other accomplishments helpful for the spiritual seeker
studying the Law of One material.
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Along with many of the seekers who use the Law of One material as a source of guidance, we at L/L
Research feel that Tobey’s efforts have created the greatest resource for study of that particular
body of philosophy. Thusly it is with great pleasure that we at L/L Research announce three new
upgrades to the website, including:
Results of the Law of One Relistening Project:
http://lawofone.info/relistening‐report.php
An Explanation of the Different Versions of the Law of One books
http://lawofone.info/versions.php
Expanded search options:
http://lawofone.info/search.php
The “Results of the Law of One Relistening Project” represents the culmination of years of volunteer
effort. It presents an immaculate, exact record of not only what the Ra transcripts actually contain
in their entirety, but also details where and how all the puzzle pieces fit together. It is a thing of
beauty.

Jim McCarty was particularly excited about Tobey's work. Jim encountered material in the project
which he had never seen, including a sentence in Ra’s response to one of Jim's questions regarding
feeding indigo‐ray with the disciplines of the personality.
About the upgrades to the website and everything they represent, Jim has this to say:
Tobey Wheelock’s work in relistening to all of the 106 sessions of the Ra contact has produced a
delicious fruit that enriches the experience of every reader of the Law of One. Tobey has done the
equivalent of giving us another session of the Ra contact in his relistening project as he has added
words and phrases inadvertently omitted from the original transcription. And for that massive
scholarly work he deserves the undying gratitude of all readers of the Law of One books. Every new
word is a gem giving clarity and focus to material that is unique for its precision with words and the
depth of its message.
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Having the fragments from Book Five placed back in their original order is another blessing for which
we have Tobey to thank. Eventually Tobey’s ultimate goal is to have all sessions relistened to twice and
then lightly edited for clarity. The questions as well as answers will all have been corrected for the
precise terminology used in the original sessions so that every nuance intended by those of Ra will be
available for all readers to consider. All this work is such a blessing and we have Tobey to thank for his
constant devotion to the Law of One material and the Ra contact. So, thank you, Tobey for this
wonderful work. We are most grateful to you. – James McCarty
If you see this seeker on the street, please give him a big round of applause for this monumental and
endlessly helpful contribution to Law of One study. And then ask him why he is wandering the
streets in boxer shorts at night so far from home.
Aaron/Q’uo Dialogues
Would you enjoy hearing a conversation between Q’uo, L/L Research’s primary source of channeled
information for the past twenty‐five years, and Aaron, a discarnate Buddhist master?
During the early 1990’s, such an event transpired. The respected and
positively oriented Buddhist teacher, Barbara Brodsky, joined Carla on
nine different weekends through the first half of the 1990’s. During the
course of these weekends, Carla and Barbara cooperated in their first
experience of co‐channeling, each responding to the questions of those
present in the circle through their respective sources: Q’uo through Carla,
and Aaron through Barbara.
This remarkable conversation between Q’uo, Aaron, and the inquiring
seekers is now represented in a beautiful paperback titled, The Aaron/Q’uo
Dialogues: An Extraordinary Conversation between Two Spiritual Guides.
And as of December 6, 2011, is available from our online store at this link.
From the back cover:
Inspired by the breakthrough channeled series The Law of One, Buddhist teacher Barbara Brodksy
sent its author, Carla L. Rueckert, some transcriptions of her own material. Struck by Brodsky’s
lucid, witty, and fearless channeling, Rueckert invited Brodsky to co‐channel a conversation
between their spirit teachers, Q’uo and Aaron. Developed from the transcripts of nine weekends of
joint channeling, The Aaron/Q’uo Dialogues: An Extraordinary Conversation between Two Spiritual
Guides offers teachings from a “positive polarity” perspective, and provides answers to a wide range
of spiritual questions, such as:




“What is the spiritual path and how do we live it?”
“Why do seemingly bad things happen to people who are trying to follow the dictates of
love?”
“How do we open the heart?”

Offering wise solutions to the major problems that prevent people from living with more awareness
and compassion, these conversations offer the spiritual seeker a valuable template for a life of
spiritual peace.
Barbara Brodsky is a nationally known Buddhist teacher and the founder of Deep Spring Center.
www.deepspring.org.
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Carla L. Rueckert is best known for her channeling of the Law of One, also called The Ra Material.
www.llresearch.org
“In the Now – Q&A with Carla L. Rueckert” Resumes
After nearly a year of being off‐air due to
Carla's spinal surgery, we at L/L Research are
most happy to announce that Carla has
regained sufficient strength to resume "In the
Now ‐ Q&A with Carla L. Rueckert", hosted by
Monica Leal, beginning on January 27, 2012.
This is a weekly internet radio program that
airs every Friday at 8:00 pm Eastern Time
(GMT ‐ 5) on BlogTalkRadio at
www.blogtalkradio.com/llresearch.
Monica Leal, a good friend and the chief
moderator of Bring4th.org, fields questions to
Carla from spiritual seekers.
You can tune into each broadcast by accessing the show's webpage at
www.blogtalkradio.com/llresearch on BlogTalkRadio at the scheduled start time each Friday and
listening over your computer, or by calling the phone number below. When you access the show's
webpage in the link above, click the "Play/Chat Now" button to begin the show. (Each show will
also be freely available in archive form for streaming and download on the show's webpage.)
To get questions to Carla during the broadcast of the show, you can do one of two things:




To listen to the show using your cell phone or landline, dial 1‐646‐595‐2294. You will be
able to hear the show but will be on mute.
If you would like to be unmuted so that you can ask Carla a question live on‐air, press the
"1" key on your phone at any time. This sends a signal to Monica, the show's host. When
there is an opening, Monica will unmute you and address you by area code so that you know
you have been unmuted.
Go to the show's page on BlogTalkRadio at www.blogtalkradio.com/llresearch and join the
chat room there.

When the show is not being broadcast, you can submit your questions in one of two ways:



You can reply to the thread in the “Q&A” forum on Bring4th with your question. Monica will
collect them before each show and ask them in the order that they are received.
You can send Monica a private question via email at magickalmoons@gmail.com.

When submitting questions, please remember that this is a Law of One “Q and A”. Try to keep your
questions as spiritually oriented as possible. However, Carla will not turn a question away simply
because it is not “spiritual”. In general, Carla's responses will be spiritually oriented in nature, often
utilizing information taken from the channeled material she has produced for L/L Research over
the last 35+ years.
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Carla wishes to thank each of you who would honor her with the privilege of being able to respond
to your questions and discuss topics of a spiritual nature with you. She and Monica look forward to
hearing from you!
PS: Tobey Wheelock, creator and webmaster for lawofone.info, and one of three human beings who
has heard the entire Ra Contact, Sessions 1 – 106, appeared on Carla and Monica’s show on March
30, 2012. The show can be streamed and downloaded from this page.
Archetypes SubForum
We are happy to announce a new addition to the family of forums at Bring4th.org ‐ a sub‐forum
dedicated to studying what many consider the most difficult, and in some cases impenetrable, topic
in the Law of One material: the archetypes of spiritual evolution.
This new sub‐forum, located here, rose from the ashes of its predecessor, "Advanced Studies". The
former incarnation has since moved onto greener (or bluer) pastures in densities other than our
own. There, advanced‐level discussion continues unabated on topics such as, "Why did we the
Confederation not see that our teachings would be misused and distorted?", and "New drinking
game: Drink a shot of golden ambrosia every time we tell them to meditate", and, "Is Charles
*really* in charge?"
The new forum, "The Archetypes of Mind, Body, & Spirit" will be headed by Justlikeyou, a Bring4th
member who graciously accepted the invitation to serve as that particular forum's volunteer
coordinator. Justlikeyou created ‐ and will maintain ‐ a master thread containing the Table of
Contents for the forum, and will see to the forum's organization and on‐topic‐ness.
Many thanks to Justlikeyou for taking on this honor/duty, and many thanks to Plenum for
thoroughly combing the forums to identify archetype‐related threads that needed to be moved into
the new forum, and old Advanced Studies threads that needed to be moved to other homes in the
forum.
Please dig in and enjoy the new forum! And no penalty for double‐dipping.
Odds, Ends, and the Interesting
What On Earth? Inside the Crop Circle Mystery  28 copies of What on Earth? Inside the Crop
Circle Mystery is now available in the L/L Research store. Thanks to the generosity of the film's
producer, Suzanne Taylor, all proceeds from the sale of the DVD's will go to L/L Research.
http://store.bring4th.org/product_info.php?cPath=27&products_id=86
Winner of the Best Feature Documentary Award from the UFO Film Congress.
Longtime producer of events and projects having to do with our consciousness and
our worldview, filmmaker Suzanne Taylor tracks her interactions, in England, with
an international community of visionary artists, scientists, philosophers,
mathematicians, educators, writers, and farmers who marvel at crop circles. The
superstars of the film are the circles, which remain an unexplained global
phenomenon that has puzzled humanity for centuries  the photography is awe
inspiring. Evidence is presented that challenges the idea that all the glyphs are
made by people, and the motives of hoaxers, who make some of the formations, is a
subject for speculation. In addition to the feature length documentary, the DVD
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contains outstanding bonus material: commentary by researchers about their favorite circles; an
alternative opening that delivers more information about the filmmaker; a moving eulogy about
Pulitzer Prize winner, John Mack, a Harvard psychiatry professor who was enamored with the circles
and is in the film; a music video of a crop circle song that’s in the soundtrack of the movie; and a
gorgeous montage of circles.
You Can Q’uote Us On That – Using unsalted butter, all‐purpose flour, brown sugar, water, oil, and
Granny‐smith apples, Steve, Bring4th's webmaster, locked himself in his Bring4th laboratory to
produce the ultimate homemade pie. Toiling and laboring for days on end, he discovered that his
talent is not in pie making.
Re‐envisioning his project, he took the same ingredients and built something far better, something
that will continue to serve, inspire, and fuel the journey long after the last crumbs of the pie have
been digested. Steve created the "Daily Q'uote".
Each day, Bring4th will feature a new "Q'uote" ‐ a hybrid of the word "quote" and "Q'uo" ‐ on its
home page just below the Bring4th News section. For those of you who may not be familiar with the
words of Q'uo, they are from the primary source channeled by L/L Research since 1986. Their
channeled words can be located on the L/L Research Transcript Library page at
http://www.llresearch.org/transcripts/transcripts_toc_year.aspx. The featured Q'uote always
includes a link back to the session from which it was excerpted.
Filling in these Q'uotes is a longtime friend and volunteer, Fox. She has amassed a collection of
Q'uotes that have moved and inspired her during the course of readings. Fox continues to read and
collect, and will keep an eye to those excerpts that feel like they have the most universal appeal. She
thanks everyone for the opportunity to be of service in this way.
Our thanks be to Steve and Fox for making a daily Q'uote a daily reality!
Law of One in Spanish completed – As of August 7, 2011, it is our great pleasure to announce the
completion of the Spanish translation of the Law of One books!
Almost two years ago on August 28, 2009, our good friend Pilar, living and working in Spain,
committed to the giant volunteer task of translating the Law of One books into her native language.
Living a busy life of work, duties, obligations, and the many tasks that fill our days, she set forth
translating the conversation between Ra and Don Elkins session by session, week by week.
We are proud to share her completed work with you and all Spanish‐speaking seekers across the
globe who may be aided by the Law of One. The final version is not yet published to the archive
website, but will soon be available from the home page of http://www.llresearch.org.
Our greatest gratitude to Pilar for her diligent, unceasing, professional work in making the Law of
One available to second‐most spoken language on planet Earth. : )
Note: Work is underway to translate Book V into Russian, and (we hope) to translate all of the Law
of One books into German.
Forum Team Restructuring – Our Chief Moderator of the past three years, Monica Leal, resigned
her post in order to give energy where it’s needed most: with her family, her home, and her
business. Subsequently she shifted her volunteer efforts for L/L Research to serving as Carla’s host
for the weekly radio program, “In the Now – Q&A with Carla L. Rueckert”.
© 2012 L/L Research
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If you would like to take a moment to thank Monica for the freely given hard work that has so
compassionately guided Bring4th through its first years, visit Monica's thread.
As a result of Monica’s resignation, the Forum Team was restructured. Gary took over as head
moderator and installed a Jacuzzi in the forum “Olio”, and an ice bar in the “Life on Planet Earth”
forum.
Additionally, the forums picked up the assistance of Austin, a new moderator who together with
Aaron K. and Gary make an unstoppable moderator force, what basically amounts to a team of
superheroes, kind of like the current “Avengers”. Almost.
A Frenchtranslation website – Amis lecteurs francophones, les traductions en français des
messages reçus en channeling par Carla: «Ra. The Law of One. An Humble Messenger» (Les
Transmissions Ra – La Loi Une) et ceux d’autres entités de la Confédération des planètes au service
du Créateur infini sont à votre disposition sur le site http://users.skynet.be/fa415878/index.htm.
(Humbles messagers, grands messages: Ra, Q'uo, Latwii, Hatonn. Le travail (en fait je devrais plutôt
dire: ce grand plaisir) se poursuit, lentement mais sûrement.
Dear French‐speaking friends, if you are interested to read in French the transcripts of the «Ra
Material» (Law of One) and other transcripts of messages channeled through Carla, you are kindly
invited to visit the site http://users.skynet.be/fa415878/index.htm.
L/L’s Public Meditations – With Carla still focused on
recovery, the L/L Research public meditations remain
suspended at Jim and Carla’s. In the meantime one of our
closest friends and the longest running meditation member,
Roman V., continues to hold meditations two Saturdays of
every month at his house in the same spirit as L/L Research.
If anyone is local to Louisville and interested in attending
one of Roman’s meditations, drop us a line and we’ll connect
you!
L/L’s Annual Fundraiser – L/L Research ran out of financial gas by the end of 2011, the limited
funds in the bank account dwindling to steam and vapors. We issued our annual fundraiser notice
and the support returned was astounding. Thanks to many small donations and a few hefty
donations, L/L Research raised approximately $40,000! Enough to see us through at least the first
half if not longer of 2012. Our deepest gratitude to those who keep us afloat.
Personal Counseling  Carla continues to remain unavailable for personal counseling (&
channeling) services due to her ongoing health challenges, but an equally helpful resource in this
regard are the services of our good friend, Dr. Scott Mandelker Of his work, Scott writes,
My counseling style is eclectic and transpersonal, based on 30 years of Buddhist meditation and
paranormal experience, 20 years private practice, an MA in Integral Counseling and PhD in EastWest
Psychology (www.ciis.edu).
My approach is shaped by the Law of One series as the basis for seminars in Japan and US since the
mid1990's, study groups in San Francisco, and Skype classes for the past year. For more info, please see
the following:
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http://www.youtube.com/user/TWSMandelker [~60 Ra class videos]
http://talkswithscottmandelker.com [Ra Compilation PDF files]
My sessions are focused dialogue on personal concerns, spiritual questions and the Wanderer's
awakening process. I’ve nearly “heard it all,” and give an open mind and heart to receive, clarify and
mirror your lifejourney.
Main counseling themes include: • Issues of Wanderers and Walkins, adjustment to 3D society •
Paranormal experience: OBE, higherdimensional contact, dreams, NDE • Lifepurpose & mission,
Higher Self programming and lifelessons • Personal & family karma,body illness symbolism, crisis &
illness • Low selfesteem, selfdoubt, social alienation, issues of adjustment • Longterm relationship
conflict, sexual blockage, personal goals definition • Meditation training, 7chakra assessment,
mind/body/spirit integration, questions
Please contact me at scott@scottmandelker.com to arrange a 1hour Skype session (audio only, no cam
needed); telephone work is no longer available, as I'm now living in Asia. Fees are by sliding scale (USD
$75 – 120) at your choice, with lower rates available. Short and longterm work are both possible —
please let me know if you're interested. All peace and blessings to you!
Bon Voyage!
Carla: We hope you’ll come see us just as soon as we put out the
welcome mat, and meanwhile, we hope you are having an engaged and
intense, powerful and peaceful time of it with your spiritual walk this
spring. We’re so glad and blessed that our paths have crossed yours,
and that we may enjoy this time in the cyber‐ethers together!
Speaking for Jim, Gary and all the many others that continually put in
long hours volunteering at L/L Research and bring4th.org, I bid you all
our love/light!
Other Law of One Study Groups
The following a list of study groups forming or already formed around the world along with their
contact information. Feel free to join them in study if you find yourself in their neck of the woods!
If you would like to see your group added to or removed from this list, please let us know.
The Awakening Project
Ft. Myers, Florida
Headed by Michael Toth
awakeningproject@aol.com
British Law of One Study Group
Forest Row and Abbots Langley, England
Headed by Ian Bond bond.ian@talktalk.net and
Pupak Haghighi hoopoesong@gmail.com
“Our group meets once a month, usually on a Sunday, we spend part of our time reading parts of
‘Law of One’ material, or some of the Q’uo transcripts. We then share a meal together, which
everyone contributes to. If time allows we might go for a walk if it’s not raining too heavily (it’s
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England here). In the later part of the day we focus on our personal seeking which begins with a
period of silent meditation after which we do a round‐robin sharing, then ask what is it that we are
seeking, each individually and as a group. We call upon and ask the collective group intelligence to
address our seeking and usually the response we get through our collective reflection is profound
and often satisfying!”
The Chicago Law of One Study Group (TCLOOSG)
Chicago, Illinois
Headed by Steve Moffitt
wh_smoffitt@yahoo.com
(630) 660‐0400
Maria’s Law of One Study Group
Headed by Maria R
mraiti77@gmail.com
“Meet via videoconferencing software over the internet every Friday night 9 pm EST. Read through,
question and discuss approximately one RA session per meeting. Group just started in November of
this year. Current participants have all previously met at recent L/L Research Channeling
Intensives.”
Meditation Meeting of Downtown Roanoke
Roanoke, Virginia http://www.peace‐spiritual‐center.org/
Led by Rick Cook rickycook21@hotmail.com
Group administrator is Brian McConnell roanokemeditation@gmail.com
“The group meets every Thursday afternoon at 5:30 p.m. at the YWCA, 605 5th Street, SW, Roanoke,
VA.
Meetings include readings, group meditations, sharing of experiences, and plenty of laughter. The
goal is to help participants who want to reach a service‐to‐others polarity, then take it from there.
There is a varied reading list from the world's spiritual teachings, with the closest thing to
textbooks being L/L Research's Law of One books.
Downtown Roanoke is a quick drive down I‐581 off I‐81, which makes us handy to travelers along
the Eastern intermountain route, coming cross‐country on I‐64, driving the Blue Ridge Parkway, or
visiting Virginia Tech. Drop‐ins are encouraged!”
The Memphis Law of One Study Group
Republic Coffee, 2924 Walnut Grove Rd, Memphis, TN 38111
Led by Dean Graves deangraves@bellsouth.net
(901).590 – 1578
“We have public meetings the first Sunday of every month at 2 PM. While the subject matter is
centered around the Law of One material, we do diversify the source of our information, using the
RA material as the touch stone to put it all into perspective. Individuals with experience in other
areas of spiritual study are welcome to share their information with the group. We feel this
broadens the understanding of all who attend the meetings.”
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Literra Law of One Study Group
Spring Green, WI
Literra@merr.com
“The Spring Green (Wisconsin) Law of One Study Group hosted by Jim and Maxine Pfefferkorn: The
monthly meeting (usually for 4 hours on a Sunday afternoon) format starts with a brief meditation,
followed by introductions, then opening the floor for discussion of anything attendees wish to
explore pertaining to the Law of One, and sometimes Jim will lead us in covering some material
from his workbook “The Soul and The Creation, based on the Law of One,” (which is available for
$20 plus shipping). We break halfway for some munchies and beverages folks have brought.
Socializing during the break is heartwarming and a highlight of the gathering. We reconvene and
continue with more discussion and close by gathering in circle and chanting “OM.”
L/L Research Law of One Study Group
Louisville, KY
Led by Carla Rueckert‐McCarty and Jim McCarty
contact@llresearch.org
Public meditations are held every Saturday at 8 PM from September through May. First and third
Saturdays are held for silent meditations, second and fourth Saturdays for channeling meditations,
and on fifth Saturdays no mediation is scheduled. All are welcome!
The Oslo Law of One Study Group
Oslo, Norway
Headed by Carl Henrik Janson chjan@online.no +4795104800 and
Hanne Mette Janson hannemette@online.no +4795212295
Taipei LoO Study Group
The Mint‐Green Place
Taipei, Shao‐Shin North Street, 31 Ally, 15 Lane, No #5, 1F
Contact PHS# 0968347392
“We have been gathering twice per month since 2007. We study the “Law of One” books. Currently,
as of March, 2009, we are working through Book IV.”
Taichung LoO Study Group
The Seth Foundation
Taichung , Beitun district, Sanguang street, No #33‐7, 4F
Contact tel#/FAX: 04‐22364612
“We have been gathering once per month since 2007. We study the “Law of One” books.Currently,
as of March, 2009, we are starting to work through Book II.”
Talks with Scott Mandelker
http://talkswithscottmandelker.com || www.scottmandelker.com
Wanderers' Notes / Healing & Balance / ETEarth History and Cosmic Plan
* Weekly 2‐hour Skype‐based class on the Law of One
* Reading, commentary, and discussion of selected Ra compilations:
* Personal sharing, questions and intelligent group interaction ~!
* $10/session or $35/4‐sessions, with free audio file downloads
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